OpenCCC establishes one systemwide ID for every California Community Colleges student. OpenCCC ties together student data to track outcomes and institutional improvement as students attend one or more colleges while taking advantage of a variety of new online services. Additionally, one systemwide student account, known as CCCID, provides students with a single sign on that works on every campus and with every online service.

With the roll out of OpenCCC and CCCID with the new CCCApply application for admission, over 8 million students now have an OpenCCC account and a CCCID. This tool reduces the number of duplicate student records, makes student data more reliable and provides improved convenience for CCC students who attend one campus or multiple campuses.
Convenience and Integration of Technology Center Tools

Single sign-on allows students, faculty and staff to access Technology Center services using the login credentials — or CCCID — they already use at the college or district. When a CCC student is configured for a CCCID, they can log in to one application, such as the CCC MyPath student onboarding platform, then access multiple different web applications, such as Canvas and CCCApply, without having to log in to each application individually.

Student-centered Design

Full Spanish translation and mobile-friendly interface mirror the look and feel of CCCApply to provide a seamless application experience.

Security Controls

To ensure the security of millions of student records containing personally identifiable information, our cloud hosting provider and our security practices and controls meet the highest industry standards (currently SOC 2.0 and ISO 27001). Colleges will no longer have to store, track and secure student information since OpenCCC will do that for them — reducing expenses and liability.

Utilizing Outcomes Data

As the CCCID matures and all CCC students create OpenCCC accounts, the Technology Center will work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to incorporate the CCCID in order to better assess pre-enrollment data in CCCApply, assessment data in the Multiple Measures Placement Service (MMPS), education plans, and more.